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We prove the uniqueness of the very singular solution for an equation of the
form
u s D um y u p in Q s RN = 0, ` , 1 .  .  .t
 .qwhere 1 y 2rN - m - 1 and 1 - p - m q 2rN.
The solution we find is of the form
y1 r py1. < < y pym.r2 py1..u x , t s t f h , h s x t , .  .
where f is the unique nontrivial solution of an ordinary differential equation
N y 1 p y m 1
m m pf 0 q f 9 q f 9 q f y f s 0, h ) 0, 2 .  .  .
h 2 p y 1 p y 1 .
w .  . 2r  pym.  .with conditions f G 0 on 0, ` , f 9 0 s 0, and lim h f h s 0. Q 1998nª`
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider a quasilinear degenerate diffusion equation
with absorption
u s D um y u p , in Q s RN = 0, ` , 1.1 .  .  .t
 .q  4where m ) 1 y 2rN and max 1, m - p - m q 2rN.
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 .A very singular solution W of 1.1 is a nonnegative continuous function
 .4in Q y 0, 0 such that
 .  .i W x, 0 s 0 for x / 0;
 .  .ii W satisfies 1.1 in the sense of distribution in Q;
 .  .Niii H W x, t dx ª ` as t ª 0.R
Such a solution arises naturally when we study the long time behaviour
 .  .  .of solutions of 1.1 with nonnegative initial data u x, 0 s u x satisfying0
2
a< <lim x u x dx s 0, a s 1.2 .  .0 p y m< <x ª`
 w x w x w x. w xsee 3 , 6 , and 9 . Brezis et al. 2 found in 1986 that the heat equation
with absorption admits a unique very singular solution for the range
w xcorresponding to m s 1. For m ) 1, Peletier and Terman 8 have proved
 . w xthe existence of a very singular solution of 1.1 and Kamin and Veron 5
have proved its existence in a simpler way and also uniqueness. Later the
w x  .qexistence proof was extended in 9 for the case 1 y 2rN - m - 1. We
may construct a very singular solution simply by taking a monotone limit of
 .nonnegative solutions of 1.1 with initial data
< <yau x , 0 s A x , A ) 0; .
w xsee 6, Proposition 4.1 for details. The main purpose of this paper is to
show its uniqueness.
 .qTHEOREM A. Let 1 y 2rN - m - 1 and 1 - p - m q 2rN. Then
 .  .there exists a unique ¨ery singular solution W x, t for 1.1 .0
w x w xFor the proof, we borrow some ideas from 4 and 5 and construct a
minimal and maximal very singular solution. These solutions are invariant
under a scaling transformation and become self-similar solutions. Hence
these solutions will be of the form
y1r py1. < < y1r bW x , t s t f h , h s x t , .  .
 .  .  .where b s p y 1 a s 2 p y 1 r p y m and f is the unique nontrivial
solution of an ordinary differential equation
N y 1 1 1
m m pf 0 q f 9 q f 9 q f y f s 0, h ) 0, 1.3 .  .  .
h b p y 1
with conditions
af G 0 on 0, ` , f 9 0 s 0, and lim h f h s 0. 1.4.  .  .  .
nª`
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The uniqueness proof is then reduced to showing that the above O.D.E.
problem has a unique solution. When m ) 1, f has a compact support and
 .  d .  .the support of the scaled function f h s l f l h , d s 1 y m r2, coversl
the support of f for l ) 1. These facts were essential in the proof of
 w x .  .quniqueness see 5 for details . On the other hand when 1 y 2rN -
m F 1, the support of f becomes the whole RN and the argument for the
case m ) 1 cannot be applied directly. The case m s 1 has been treated
w x  w x.in a different way in 2 see 2, p. 206 and the proof cannot be applied to
the case m - 1, either. Here we investigate the exact asymptotic decay
 .rate of solutions of 1.4 and prove Theorem A in a rather simple way by
w xadapting some ideas from 4 .
Concerning the asymptotic behaviour of solutions, we in particular prove
the following.
 .  .THEOREM B. Let u x, t be a solution of 1.1 with nontri¨ ial and
 .  .  .nonnegati¨ e initial data u x, 0 s u x satisfying 1.2 . Then0
< <g 1r b .gya .lim x u x , t s K#t .
< <x ª`
for e¨ery t ) 0, where
 .1r 1ym2 mbg
g s , K# s . /1 y m 1 y a y N r g y N .  .
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
Throughout this paper we assume
q2 2
1 y - m - 1 and 1 - p - m q , 2.1 . /N N
and we denote for notational simplicity
2 2 p y 1 2 .
a s , b s , g s .
p y m p y m 1 y m
Then the assumption implies that
N - a - g .
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We now consider an ordinary differential equation
N y 1 x 1
m m pu 0 q u 9 q u9 q u y u s 0, x ) 0, 2.2 .  .  .
x b p y 1
with conditions
au G 0 on 0, ` , u9 0 s 0, and lim x u x s 0. 2.3.  .  .  .
xª`
 .  .Let u be a nontrivial solution of 2.2 ] 2.3 . Then the main purpose of
 .this section is to derive the exact decay rate of solution u x . We first show
that such a solution is positive for all x G 0.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. 0 - u x - C* and u9 x - 0 for all x ) 0, where C* s
 .y1r py1.p y 1 .
w x  . Proof. We see from 6, Lemma 2.3 that 0 F u x - C* s p y
.y1r py1.  . w . 1 for all x G 0 and u x is nonincreasing on 0, ` . Thus 1r p y
. p m  .1 u y u G 0 and u9 F 0. Let ¨ s u . Then 2.2 is rewritten as
N y 1 x
1r m¨ 0 q ¨ 9 q ¨ 9 F 0 2.4 .  .
x b
or
¨ 0 q a x ¨ 9 F 0, 2.5 .  .
where
N y 1 x
1ym.r ma x s q ¨ . .
x mb
 .Notice that a x is continuous and bounded for x away from zero. Now
 .suppose that ¨ 9 R s 0 for some R ) 0. By multiplying an integrating
 .factor to 2.5 , one has
expyH
R
x a r . dr .¨ 9 9 F 0. 2.6 . .
An integration yields
expyHx
R a r . dr .¨ 9 x G ¨ 9 R s 0, .  .
 .which implies ¨ 9 x s 0 for every 0 - x F R. This is impossible unless
 .  .  .¨ x is identically zero. Hence ¨ 9 x - 0 and ¨ x ) 0 for every x ) 0.
Then the lemma follows immediately.
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LEMMA 2.2.
lim x Ny1 um 9 s 0. .
xª`
 .Proof. Equation 2.2 is rewritten as
1 1
Ny1 m N Ny1 Ny1 px u 9 9 q x u9 q x u y x u s 0. 2.7 .  . .
b p y 1
 .  .An integration of 2.7 over 0, x yields
N xx a y N
Ny1 m Ny1x u 9 x q u x s y s u x ds .  .  .  .H
b b 0
x
Ny1 pq x u s ds. 2.8 .  .H
0
 .  .Assumption 2.1 implies a ) N and the decay condition in 2.3 implies
 .that integrals on the right-hand side of 2.8 have limits, taking x ª `.
Ny1 m.Hence a limit lim x u 9 s yl, l G 0, exists. Suppose l ) 0. Therex ª`
exists R ) 0 such that0
l
Ny1 mx u 9 x - y , for x ) R , .  . 02
or
l
m yNy1.u 9 x - y x , for x ) R . 2.9 .  .  .02
 .  .Choose R ) x ) R , and integrate 2.9 over x, R to obtain0
l Rm m yNy1.u R y u x - y x ds .  . H2 x
1¡ 2yN 2yNy R y x , N / 2 .
2 2 y N .~s
l
y ln R y ln x , N s 2. .¢ 2
 .When N s 1 or N s 2, one has u x s ` by taking R ª `, which is
impossible. On the other hand, when N ) 2, one has by taking a limit as
.R ª `
l
m 2yNu x G x , for x ) R . . 02 N y 2 .
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a  .This is incompatible with the decay condition lim x u x s 0 sincex ª`
 .a ) N and N ) N y 2 rm. This completes the proof.
 .  .We now integrate 2.7 over x, ` to obtain
`a y N




Ny1 ps u q s u s ds. 2.10 .  .H
b x
Dividing by x Nu, we have




lim s g , 2.12 .
uxª`
um 9 1 a y N .
lim s y 1 y , 2.13 . /xu b g y Nxª`
lim xg u x s K#. 2.14 .  .
xª`
Here
 .1r 1ym2 mbg
g s and K# s  /1 y m 1 y a y N r g y N .  .
 < < .Proof. Assume that lim x u9 ru s l - ` exists. We first have l )x ª`
N. Otherwise, there is R ) 0 such that
< <x u9 N q a




u x G u R , x G R , .  .  /x
 .which conflicts with the decay condition 2.3 .
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We now have, by l'Hopital's rule,Ã
H`s Ny1u s yx Ny1u x 1 1 .  .x
lim s lim s lim sN N Ny1 < <x u9 ru y N l y Nx u x u9 q Nx uxª` xª` xª`
2.16 .
and
H`s Ny1u p s u py1 x .  .x
lim s lim s 0. 2.17 .N < <x u9 ru y Nx uxª` xª`
 .Using these in 2.11 we obtain
um 9 1 1 a y N .
lim s y q ? .
xu b b l y Nxª`
Thus l G a .
Moreover, since we assume that lim x au s 0, we havex ª`
lim x aq1u9 s 0. 2.18 .
xª`
 . ` Ny1  .  .If we define f x s H s u s ds, then 2.10 is rewritten asx
`a y N b
Ny2 m Ny1 pf9 x q f x s b x u 9 q s u s ds. 2.19 .  .  .  .  .Hx x x
 . ayNMultiplying 2.19 by an integrating factor x , we get
`
ayN ay2 m ayNy1 Ny1 px f x 9 s b x u 9 q b x s u s ds. 2.20 .  .  .  . . H
x
a pyN  . ayN  . a 1yp.Now, x f x s x f x rx and, by l'Hopital's rule,Ã
lim x a pyNf x .
xª`
x ayNf x 9 . .
s lim
aya py1a 1 y p xxª`  .
`b
a py1 m a pyN Ny1 ps lim x u 9 q lim x x u s ds , .  .H /a 1 y p xª` xª` . x
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 .which becomes 0 from 2.18 and another application of l'Hopital's rule.Ã
Notice that
xu9 xu9ma py1 m a py2 m ax u 9 s mx u s m x u , .  .
u u
 .which tends to 0 as x tends to `. This fact and 2.16 imply that
a p  .lim x u x s 0, which in turn implies l ) a .x ª`
Writing
m < <u 9 x u9 m .
s y ? ,2 1ymxu u x u
2 1y m   .  ..we have lim x u s lm br 1 y a y N r l y N andx ª `
2r1ym.  .  .lim x u x / 0. Hence one must have l s 2r 1 y m and itx ª`
< <suffices to prove that lim x u9 ru exists, to complete the proof. This isx ª`
done in the next lemma.
 < < .LEMMA 2.4. lim x u9 ru exists and is finite.x ª`
 < < .Proof. We first observe that lim x u9 ru is finite if it exists. In factx ª`
 m.  . 2r1ym.  .if it is infinite, lim u 9r xu s y1rb and lim x u x s `.x ª` x ª`
Then there is R ) 0 such that





my 1u 9 G x .
2mb
for all x G R. An integration yields
1 y m
my 1 my1 2 2u x y u R G x y R , for x G R , .  .  .
4mb
2r1ym.  .which implies that lim sup x u x - `.x ª`
We next observe that for every R ) 0 there exists x ) R such that
< < < <x u9 ru ) a . Otherwise, there exists R ) 0 such that x u9 ru F a for all
a  . a  .x G R. Upon integrating one sees that x u x G R u R , x G R, which
 .contradicts assumption 2.3 .
A differentiation gives
< < < < < < 2x u9 u9 xu0 x u9
9 s y q . 2.21 .2 /u u u u
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 . m  .  m.We multiply 2.21 by mu rx and use 2.2 and the fact that u 0 s
 . my 2 2 my1m m y 1 u u9 q mu u0 to obtain
m < < my 1mu x u9 mu
my 2 2 my1< <9 s u9 q mu u9 y mu u0 /x u x
mumy 1
my2 2 my2 2< <s u9 q mu u9 q m m y 1 u u9 .
x
N y 1 x a
m pq u 9 q u9 q u y u . 2.22 .  .
x b b
 m. my 1 < <By using the fact u 9 s ymu u9 , one has
my 1 < < m < <mu x u9 y u 9 x u9 .
9 s m q 2 y N /  /x u xu u
< <1 x u9 a
py1y q y u . 2.23 .
b u b
< <  .When x u9 ru s N, the right-hand side of 2.23 is positive for large x and
< < < <x u9 ru increases. Hence lim inf x u9 ru is not less than N. Whenx ª`
< <  .x u9 ru s a , the right-hand side of 2.23 becomes
y um 9 xu p .
ma q 2 y N q ,m /xu u 9 .
< <positive, and x u9 ru also increases for large x since
xu p xu p u pymas s x u , .m my1 < <u 9 mx u9mu u9 .
< <which tends to 0 as x ª `. This reveals that lim inf x u9 ru G a .x ª`
< < < <If lim sup x u9 ru s a , then lim x u9 ru s a . Hence we mayx ª` x ª`
< < < <assume that lim sup x u9 ru ) a and x u9 ru ) a for large x.x ª`
 .2.23 is rewritten as
< < < < < <x u9 x u9 x u9
x 9 s m q 2 y N /  /u u u
2 < <x 1 x u9 a
py1q y q y u . 2.24 .my 1  /b u bmu
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 < < .Let us assume that x u9 ru 9 s 0 for some x s x ) 0. Differentiating0
 .2.24 , we obtain, at x s x ,0
< < 2 < <x u9 x 1 x u9 a
py1x 0 s 9 y q y umy 1 /  /  /u b u bmu
p y 1
2 pymy1y x u u9. 2.25 .
m
One now has
2 < < mx x u9 u 9 .
s ymy 1 u xumu
and, at x s x ,0
2 < < mx x u9 ru u 9 .
9 s 9.my 1 2  /m / xumu u 9r xu .  . .
 .With the use of 2.7 , one also has
um 9 x Ny1 um 9 .  .
x 9 s x 9N /  /xu x u
x Ny1 um 9 9 Nx Ny1u q x Nu9 . .
N ms y x u 9 .Ny1 2 N 2x u x u
< < m < <1 x u9 a u 9 x u9 .
py1s y q u q y N . 2.26 . /b u b xu u
 < < .  .When x u9 ru 9 s 0, one gets, by 2.23 ,
m < < < <u 9 x u9 1 x u9 a .
py1m q 2 y N s y q y u . /xu u b u b
 .Using this in 2.26 , one obtains
m m < <u 9 u 9 x u9 .  .
x 9 s y m y 1 q 2 . /  /xu xu u
and thus
2 < < < <x x u9 ru x u9
9 s m y 1 q 2 .mmy1  / / y u 9r xu umu  .  .
2 < <x x u9
s m y 1 q 2 .my 1  /umu
at x s x .0
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 .Now 2.25 is rewritten as
< < 2 < < < <x u9 x x u9 1 x u9 a
2 py1x 0 s 1 y m y 2 y q u .my 1 /  /  /u u b u bmu
2 < <x x u9
py1q p y 1 u . my 1 umu
2 < < < <x x u9 1 x u9 a
s 1 y m y 2 y .my 1  /  / u b u bmu
< <x u9
py1qu p y m y 2 . / /u
2 < < < <1ym x x u9 x u9 b rym .
py1s ya ygq u .my 1  / /b u u 1ymmu
2.27 .
We are now ready to complete the proof. Let us denote
< < < <x u9 x u9
S s lim sup , I s lim inf
u uxª`xª`
< <and suppose to the contrary the lim x u9 ru does not exist. Then S ) Ix ª`
< <and x u9 ru must oscillate.
< < < <At a critical point x s x , if x u9 ru G g , then x u9 ru is convex. Thus0
< <x u9 ru does not have any local maximum larger than g and S F g . On the
< <  .  . py1.other hand, at x s x , if a - x u9 ru - g y b p y m r 1 y m u ,0
< < py1 < < then x u9 ru becomes concave. Since lim u s 0, x u9 ru for largex ª`
.  .x does not have any local minimum smaller than 1r2 S q I , which is
< <strictly larger than I. Therefore we may conclude that lim x u9 rux ª`
exists. This completes the proof.
3. UNIQUENESS
We now turn to the proof of the uniqueness of the very singular
solution. A very singular solution may be found as a monotone limit of
 .singular solutions and we have also seen that a monotone limit of W x, tA
 .yields also a very singular solution, where W x, t is a unique solution ofA
 .  . < <ya  w x.1.1 with initial data u x, 0 s A x see 6, Proposition 4.1 .
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w x w xAs we have seen in 3 and 5 , we can show that there exist a minimal
and a maximal very singular solution. Remarked earlier, such a solution
has to be invariant under a scaling transformation T which associates withl
 .any solution of 1.1 another solution T u defined byl
T u x , t s lau l x , l b t 3.1 .  .  .  .l
and becomes a spherically symmetric self-similar solution. Hence such a
solution must be of the form
y1r py1. < < y1r bu x , t s t f r , r s x t . .  .
Moreover f satisfies an ordinary differential equation
N y 1 1 1 py1m m < <f 0 q f 9 q f 9 q f y f f s 0, r ) 0, .  .
r b p y 1
3.2 .
and additional conditions
af ) 0 0, ` , f 9 0 s 0, and lim r f r s 0. 3.3.  .  .  .
rª`
The uniqueness proof is then reduced to showing that the above O.D.E.
problem has a unique solution.
 .  . w xLet F and f be any two solutions of 3.2 and 3.3 . Following 3 , we
define
1 1 y m
df r s kf k r , d s s 3.4 .  .  .k g 2
w .and then f will be larger than F on 0, ` for sufficiently large k. In fact,k
 . y1r py1.  . < < y1r bwe first observe that when u x, t s t f r , r s x t , is a solu-
 .  . y1r py1.  .tion of 1.1 , u x, t s t f r satisfiesk k
u y Dum q u p s k k py1 y 1 u p k d x , t G 0 .  .  .k k kt
 .and is a supersolution of 1.1 . By Proposition 2.3,
lim rg f r s lim rgF r s l .  .
rª` rª`
for some l ) 0 and
< <x
g g y1r py1. d< < < <lim x u x , 2 s lim x 2 kf k .k 1r b /2< < < <x ª` x ª`
g
d < < < <k x x
1r b gya . ds lim 2 f k1r b 1r b / /2 2< <x ª`
s 21r b gya .l ) l 3.5 .
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 .uniformly for k G 1. Thus we may find k large enough so that u x, 2 Gk
 < <. N w xF x for all x g R . Using the maximum principle 1, 7 we obtain that
y1r py1. < < y1r bu x , t q 1 G t F x t 3.6 .  . .k
N < < y1r bfor every x g R and t G 1. Put r s x t . Then
 . 1rb1r py1t t
dk f k r G F r , for t G 1. . /  / /t q 1 t q 1
 .  .We now let t ª ` to get f r G F r for all r G 0 as we claimed.k
We now define
m s min k G 1: f r G F r , 0 F r - ` . 3.7 4 .  .  .k
The uniqueness proof is now reduced to showing that m is not greater than
1 by reversing the role of f and F. Suppose m ) 1, to the contrary. We will
 .  .show that there exists « ) 0 such that f r G F r for every r G 0. Wemye
first have
r
yp r py1.t f y f r .dq1r b /t
t d r
yp r py1.s s f dsH dq1r b / /ds s1
< <t p 1 f f 9 f .yp r py1.y1s s f f y q d q ds, .H  / /p y 1 b f f .1
where f s rrsdq1r b. We see from Proposition 2.3 that the last line is
positive for large r and that there exists R ) 0 such that
r
yp r py1.t f G f r 3.8 .  .dq1r b /t
 .for all r G R and 1 F t F 2. For any e G 0, we now let t s mr m y e .
Then
dy1r py1. y1r b< <u x , t s t m y e f m y e x t .  .  . .mye
yp r py1. d < < dq1r bs mt f m x rt .
d < < < <G m f m x G F x 3.9 .  . .
< <for all x G R and 0 F e F mr2.
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 .  .We also note that f r does not touch F r in a compact subset ofm
w .  .0, ` . In fact f r solvesm
N y 1 r 1
Xm m p p pf 0 q f 9 q f q f y f s m y m f . 3.10 .  . .  .m m m m mr b p y 1
X .  .If f touches F at r ) 0, then f r s F9 r / 0 andm 0 m 0 0
f m 0 r - F m 0 r . .  .  . .m 0 0
 .  .But f r G F r near r s r , which obviously violates the strong maxi-m 0
w xmum principle 1, 7 . The other possibility to be checked is the case when
w  .xf and F touch at the origin. We have from 6, 2.15 thatm
f m 0 0 s m f m 0 0 .  .  . .m
m 1
ps f 0 y f 0 .  . /N p y 1
1 m
p p m- m f 0 y f 0 s F 0 0 , .  .  .  . /N p y 1
 .  .which leads to a contradiction since f r G F r near the origin. Hencem
we may find e ) 0 so that
< <u x , t G F x 3.11 .  .  .mye
< <  .  .  .for x F R. Here t s mr m y e . By 3.10 , 3.11 , and the comparison
argument as above, we obtain that
f r G F r , for r G 0, .  .mye
which means that we can slightly reduce the factor m. Hence we may
 .  .conclude that m s 1 and f r s F r , which proves the uniqueness of the
very singular solution.
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
 .  .Let u x, t be a solution of 1.1 with nonnegative and nontrivial initial
 .  .data u x satisfying 1.2 . We have already seen that the asymptotic0
behaviour as t ª ` is deduced from the limiting behaviour of a family of
 . a  b .scaled functions u x, t s l u l x, l t and determined by the very singu-l
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 .  w x.lar solution W x, t see 9, Theorem 6.1 . In fact we see that0
1r py1. < <lim t u x , t y W x , t s 0 .  .0
tª`
 N < < 1r b 4uniformly on the set x g R : x F g t for every g ) 0. The main
purpose of this section is to derive the exact decay property in Theorem B.
< < < < bFor fixed t ) 0, we put l s x and s s tr x . Then l ª ` and s ª 0
< <as x ª `. Thus
 .1rb gyat x
g a b< <lim x u x , t s lim lim l u l , l s .  / / < <s x< < sª0 lª`x ª`
 .1rb gyat x
s lim W , s0  / / < <s xsª0
g1r b gya . y1r b y1r bs t lim s f x .  .
sª0
s K#t1r b gya . by Proposition 2.3 . .
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